Adrienne Mayor is an independent folklorist/historian of science who investigates natural knowledge contained in pre-scientific myths and oral traditions. Her research looks at ancient “folk science” precursors, alternatives, and parallels to modern scientific methods. Mayor’s latest book, *The Amazons: Lives and Legends of Warrior Women across the Ancient World*, analyzes the historical and archaeological evidence underlying myths and tales of warlike women. Her work is featured on NPR and BBC, the History Channel, Smithsonian, the New York Times and National Geographic and her books have been translated into Russian, Turkish, Spanish, German, Hungarian, Italian, Japanese, Korean, Polish, and Greek.
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Directions to the Theater, Conrad Prebys Aztec Student Union, San Diego State University

Parking Directions to Structure 6:
From Interstate 8, exit at College Avenue and go south. San Diego State University will be on your right. Continue on College Avenue South through the Canyon Crest Drive/Alvarado Road stop light. Cross under two pedestrian bridges and turn left at your first opportunity. Parking Structure 6. Complimentary parking is available on Level 6 of the structure. It is not necessary to purchase a permit on this level. Please do not park in spaces marked SP.

Walking Directions to Conrad Prebys Aztec Student Union:
Once you park in PS6, exit the parking structure on the second level, cross the street, and walk toward the residence halls. Continue to walk past the Cuicacalli Dining Hall. Turn right at the end of the walkway and head toward the white suspended pedestrian bridge. After crossing the bridge, continue through the Conrad Prebys Aztec Student Union. Take the elevator or stairs to the second floor to the Theater.